Effects of orientation change during environmental learning on age-related difference in spatial memory.
It has been suggested that older adults suffer a greater degree of decline in environmental learning when navigating in an environment than when reading a map of the environment. However, the two types of spatial learning differ not only in perspectives (i.e., navigation is done with a ground-level perspective; a map is read from an aerial perspective) but also in orientations (i.e., orientations vary during navigation; spatial information is drawn from a single orientation in a map), making it unclear which factor critically affects older adults' spatial learning. The present study addressed this issue by having younger and older participants learn the layout of a large-scale environment through an aerial movie that contained changes in orientations from which the environment was depicted. Results showed that older participants' memories for the environmental layout were as distorted as those created through a ground-level movie (which involved the same orientation changes), whereas they formed more accurate memories through another aerial movie in which an orientation was fixed. By contrast, younger participants learned the environment equally well from the three movies. Taken together, these findings suggest that there is age-related alteration specifically in the ability to process multiple orientations of an environment while encoding its layout in memory. It is inferred that this alteration stems from functional deterioration of the medial temporal lobe, and possibly that of posterior cingulate areas as well (e.g., the retrosplenial cortex), in late adulthood.